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START A CONVERSATION TODAY BY CALLING YOUR ACCOUNT MANAGER  
OR 800.442.2568

At the Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis, our members are our business partners. 
That’s why they are the focus of everything we do, and we are fully invested in their success. 
Our experts are committed to partnering with members to develop customized solutions to meet 
their unique business needs.

ADVANCES
 ■ Customized advance 

structures to profitably 
finance growth and 
manage interest rate risk

 ■ Reliable same-day 
funding 
 
 
 
 

ADVANTAGE MPP
 ■ Purchasing fixed-rate 

mortgages from 5-30 years
 ■ Simple pricing structure 

with only one loan-level 
price adjustment

 ■ Benefit of income 
potential to members that 
sell high-quality loans 
through the Lender Risk 
Account (LRA) 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
 ■ Programs to 

promote affordable 
rental housing, 
homeownership, 
neighborhood 
improvement, and 
accessibility modification

 ■ Low-cost and long-term 
funding for local 
economic development

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS.  
SERVING COMMUNITIES.
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be one of the first steps 
toward the beginning of 
the end for your bank. 
Even the Federal Reserve 
has stated that her 
proposed FedAccounts 
conflicts with the role 
of the Federal Reserve 
and is not a service they 
are legally permitted 
to provide. This would 
be the most dangerous 
appointment in modern 
times, and I sincerely hope she has no chance of 
getting a Senate nomination. We will be joining the 
ICBA in the fight against her nomination and I have 
already connected with Senator Peters and Senator 
Stabenow’s offices to voice our strong opposition to 
this candidate. Hopefully her nomination will be 
withdrawn, and a less controversial candidate will 
be nominated in her place. If she is confirmed, we 
stand ready to convert every national bank in our 
state to a state-chartered institution. We will also 
join in legal action to prevent the Federal Reserve 
from being able to work directly with consumers. 
They can’t provide banking services and regulate 
banks at the same time.

The other outlandish big government proposal that 
keeps us awake at night is the IRS Reporting piece 
of the “Human Infrastructure Bill.” The CBM, 
the ICBA, and many of you have been ringing 
the bell and spreading the word about how bad 
this proposal would be for America and for our 
banks and clients. Banks would have to report all 
transactions in customer accounts over $600 to the 
IRS. This is supposed to be one of the ways the 
politicians pay for the runaway spending they have 
in the bill. This proposal amounts to one of the 
most blatant invasions of privacy that has even been 
proposed in our Democracy. We believe it would be 
found unconstitutional as illegal search and seizure 
of records – but who wants to go through the court 
battles if you can get this stopped before it gets 
going. Fortunately, the American people are getting 
riled up at this and I believe it is becoming politically 
toxic, but we will keep up the fight against it.
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president’s corner
Thank you, thank you, thank you, to all 

the bankers, associate members, sponsors, 
and exhibitors who attended the CBM annual 
convention in Traverse City. We had a huge crowd 
of over 400 people on site and a large group that 
attended virtually. You could tell people were very 
excited and thankful to be together again in person. 
Our leading indicators of this were the exceptionally 
high bar bills – people really were ready to celebrate, 
and the fact that hardly anyone ate the appetizers 
because they were too busy talking to friends they 
had not seen in a while. It was truly an exceptional 
event, with outstanding speakers and presenters, 
and we thank everyone for their attendance and for 
the awesome support from bankers and associate 
members – you make it all happen.

There has not been much time to enjoy the huge 
success of the convention. It was right back to 
work protecting Michigan banks from the absolute 
craziness in Washington, D.C. How did we ever 
get to this place in our country? We seem to be in 
the fight of our lives to keep the communist far left 
progressive agendas from becoming superimposed 
by a small minority on our beloved nation.

At the time of publication, President Biden has 
nominated Saule T. Omarova to be his pick to 
become Comptroller of the Currency. She was a 
Lenin Scholar at Moscow State University where 
she received her undergraduate degree (which the 
White House does not mention in their press release 
on her nomination). She holds strong beliefs on the 
benefits of communism. She is very well educated 
with her J.D. degree from Northwestern University 
in Chicago, and her PH.D degree in Political 
Science from The University of Wisconsin. She is 
also known to be an expert on complex financial 
instruments, and she teaches on the regulation of 
financial institutions at Cornell University. She 
is exceptionally smart and does have academic 
qualifications. The real disturbing thing about Saule 
Omarova is she has written numerous academic 
papers calling for the Federal Reserve to directly 
hold the bank accounts of consumers – bypassing 
community banks and cutting your bank out of 
financial services. Communist dictators must get a 
hold of the money and the power – and this would 

Michael J. Tierney
CBM President & CEO



I just saw a letter the IRS sent to Congress to try 
to justify this reporting. It shows you just how tone 
deaf they are and how they do not live in the real 
world the rest of us live in. Just a few observations 
on my part;

• Their use of the word “Regime” shows one of two 
things – they really are socialists/communists 
at their roots, or they have no idea how most 
people would find the use of this term extremely 
distasteful.

• They are admitting that the IRS faces up to 1.4 
million cyber-attacks annually and that their 
systems are antiquated. How comfortable does 
that make anyone feel about their ability to keep 
sensitive financial information confidential? They 
leaked the tax information of President Trump, 
Jeff Bezos, and several other wealthy Americans 
on both sides of the political aisle – they cannot 
be trusted with this additional financial info.

• The IRS has been used for political purposes in 
the past – ala Lois Lerner and her targeting of 
conservative groups and disallowing them non-
profit status when they clearly were entitled to it. 
She was found guilty of Contempt of Congress 
for her actions and her attempts to cover up the 
wrongdoing. President Obama’s operation Choke 
Point targeted industries his administration 
did not care for like gun manufactures and oil 
companies. Republicans have targeted their 
political foes too, so the concern exists no matter 
who is in power. Our industry fought this ill-
advised operation off and we will fight off this 
latest fiasco of trying to use the IRS as big brother. 
This info will be leaked depending on who is in 
power in Washington, and it may even be used 
to target individuals because of the causes they 
support – clearly an invasion of privacy.  

• By the way – this whole reporting thing would 
just be another burden on the banking industry 
(that we would not be compensated for) and would 
keep more people from opening bank accounts. 
We already have 14 million American adults 
who are unbanked and many of them choose this 
route because of their distrust of the government. 
This would undermine our industry’s efforts to 
get more people to hold banking accounts with 

us. We know having a relationship with your 
bank and having a bank account makes you much 
more likely to have a better financial future. The 
number one asset any bank has is its people. The 
number two asset any banks has is its reputation 
and the trust and confidence our communities 
and our customers have in you. This IRS use 
of bank data would severely erode the trust and 
confidence the American people have in our 
industry.

Thank you for jumping on the band wagon and 
getting the word out to your customers on this 
issue. We can be proud of the push back campaign 
the banking industry has engaged in. The message 
is now hitting a lot of media outlets and ordinary 
citizens are not happy. We will keep pushing 
against it, but the government is looking for ways 
to pay for their excessive spending plans and this 
is just another tax that would hit most Americans. 
Not just the tax but also the costs of defending 
yourself when you get an audit from the IRS – bad 
from top to bottom. We will keep up the fight with 
the ICBA, but it should have died already, and I 
will not feel like the threat has passed until the IRS 
reconciliation bill language is deleted, and a public 
pledge is made by Congressional leaders to leave 
this out.

The political campaigns are in full swing here 
in Michigan as we approach the one-year mark 
until the November 2022 elections. Every seat in 
Michigan is up for grabs this year. It will be one of 
the most important elections in our lifetimes. Now, 
more than ever, we need moderate clear-thinking 
people from both parties to be successful and get 
elected so we can have confidence in our leaders. 
Your support of the CBM PAC has never been 
more important. We will defend your bank with all 
our energy, but we need a strong PAC to be able to 
dial up the volume on key issues for our industry. 
We need your financial support, and we need your 
participation in meetings with politicians. You 
have been awesome in support of the CBM PAC 
so please keep leaning in and have a PAC drive at 
your bank.

president’s corner
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ready to move to warp speed if we need to, but 
hope given the rapid decline in the new infection 
rates and the high percentage of people who have 
either had COVID or have been vaccinated that the 
vaccine mandates will not be necessary.

Sorry about all these political concerns in this 
month’s newsletter. I prefer to focus on business 
issues like getting more banks into the CDFI 
designation, working on shared services so you can 
stay on the leading edge while reducing your costs, 
and helping to link our banks with our associate 
members who have awesome business solutions 
to help your bank thrive. We are still pursuing all 
these items, but we have really had to push back 
on the crazy stuff coming out of Washington, D.C. 
The interest rate squeeze impacting banks all over 
the country is one of the biggest challenges our 
industry faces. We are working on a lot of angles to 
try to help you generate fee income and to help you 
reduce your expenses. More to come on this in the 
weeks and months ahead.

Let’s end on a real positive note. It was great to see so 
many banks nominate their  female bank executives  
and directors for the Notable Women in Banking  
recognition in Crain’s. They will publish a special 
issue in December highlighting the numerous and 
exceptional contributions these outstanding women 
have made to our industry. Michigan banks have 
been leaders in attracting and developing  many of 
the best and brightest women in our state. Sure, 
there is more we can do on this front,  but we have 
so many exceptional women doing great things in 
our banks and for our communities,  and we are way 
ahead of many other industries. We salute them,  
and we look forward to seeing them recognized for 
their service to our state!!!!! Just one more reason it 
is such a privilege for us at the CBM to represent 
the outstanding banks and bankers in “The Great 
State of Michigan.”

The CUs have hit a historic milestone as they 
have passed the 100 mark in bank acquisitions. 
There have been 8 bank/CU transactions involving 
Michigan CUs. Admittedly, some of those were 
banks purchased in other states by Michigan CUs. 
The ECORA act is a priority for the CBM and for 
the ICBA which will help level the playing field 
with CUs and farm credit lenders. We will continue 
our push for this legislation in Congress, but it is 
taking a back seat to the IRS issue and the OCC 
nomination for the moment. We will continue to 
push back against CUs and their abuses of their 
charters.

Vaccine mandates are also getting a lot of our 
attention. Fortunately, COVID infections, 
hospitalizations, and deaths have started to sharply 
decline in Michigan and around the country. We 
remain opposed to government mandates, but we 
are very strongly supportive of any effort to help get 
every person vaccinated. Our banks and Michigan 
residents have done a great job getting people 
vaccinated and it has been very beneficial for our 
economy. Banks are not federal contractors and 
generally are not subject to the recent mandate, but 
you could be if you have federal contracts. If OSHA 
comes out with proposed vaccine mandates, we 
will push back legally and will help you get around 
the requirements. We have already devised several 
workarounds your bank can implement to stay out 
of the mandate requirements if your bank wants to 
do so. Again, we want to see everyone vaccinated 
so please do all you can to get all your employees 
vaccinated. We also understand that good employees 
are really hard to come by these days – too many 
people are not looking to work. Many of you have 
called us concerned that if you must implement a 
mandate that you may lose a significant group of 
employees who have medical or religious reasons 
for not getting vaccinated, or just strongly held 
personal views where they will not get vaccinated. 
Our industry cannot afford to lose good employees, 
so you have every reason to be concerned. The CBM 
has also been working with testing providers so if 
banks need to have certain employees tested weekly 
for COVID we will have options for you. We are 

(continued from previous page)
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rebeca’s remarks

It strikes me as interesting that both Halloween and 
Cybersecurity Awareness Month fall in October. 

After all, the rapid rise in fraud during the pandemic 
would spook anyone and definitely keeps community 
bankers up at night, which is why meaningful 
monitoring and action continue to be necessary.

While community banks have done much to 
safeguard their institutions, ongoing vigilance is 
needed. According to the Ransomware Task Force, 
ransomware gangs stole three times more in 2020 
than they did in 2019, and projections indicate that 
worldwide cybercrime costs will hit $6 trillion for 
this year.

These statistics are hair-raising, but ICBA and our 
industry have been working diligently to prevent 
sweeping impacts. In fact, community bankers like 
you have instituted processes that help to thwart 
attacks, including taking actions to halt these scary 
scenarios. Here are a few examples:

1. Educating customers. Customers are the first 
line of defense in cyberattacks. The work you have 
done and continue to do to educate your customers 
allows them to better take control of their actions, 
such as not clicking on links or sharing personally 
identifiable information in emails or texts. If they 
understand the lengths fraudsters will go to access 
their accounts, they are better prepared to protect 
the point of entry.

2. Sharing information. When a cyberattack 
occurs, community banks share information with 
peers to help prevent losses. In addition, this 
knowledge transfer extends internally. All levels of 
the organization need to be up to speed on cyber 
risk, how it’s being mitigated and the resources 
available to them.

3. Resourcing teams 
appropriately. 
Cybersecurity is an 
area that has to be 
constantly managed 
to keep up with the 
threats. Having the 
right team—whether 
through internal 
resources, external 
solution providers or 
a combination—is so 
important. It’s about 
finding the best mix for 
your bank and making sure you’re supporting the 
team to stay on top of emerging risks.

In addition to these efforts, ICBA reinforces your 
cybersecurity activities through the Operational 
Risk Resource Center. This center offers tools to 
help you navigate cybersecurity. Beyond that, this 
month’s issue of Independent Banker is dedicated to 
the topic and will give you additional ideas to help 
you on your cybersecurity journey.

Our goal is to support you in your efforts to mitigate 
cyberattacks and their effects on your community. 
Because we know that, despite the frights cyber-
attacks bring, you continue to flourish by safe-
guarding the communities you serve.

Rebeca Romero Rainey
President and CEO

of ICBA

Flourish
By Rebeca Romero Rainey, President and CEO of ICBA

“We know that, despite the frights 
cyberattacks bring, you continue 

to flourish by safeguarding the 
communities you serve.”
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from the chairman
From the Top
By Robert M. Fisher

When I first came into community banking, I 
quickly learned that our jobs are as much about 

education as they are about finance. While community 
bankers have deep knowledge of financial topics, most 
people don’t have that background. Statistics support 
that sentiment: The National Financial Educators 
Council reports that on the U.S. national financial 
literacy test, the average score hovers around 68%.

To this day, financial literacy is a passion of mine. 
Our philosophy at Tioga State Bank is to coach our 
customers into better financial standings. There are 
times when we have to turn people down for a loan 
for any number of reasons, but we go the extra mile to 
make sure they understand why they are being declined 
and what they can do to remedy the situation.

While those are hard conversations, they’re worth 
having because they can help transform people’s 
financial situations. In fact, I’ve had customers come 
back and thank me for saying no. After they gained 
a better understanding of their financial status, they 
realized they weren’t in a position to take on more 
debt. Our honesty helped protect them from some 
potentially dire consequences.

We also have had many cases in which a customer 
applied for a mortgage that was initially declined, but 
they followed our advice and qualified to purchase a 
home a year later. It’s rewarding to help a customer 
strengthen their financial position and accomplish a 
goal in the process.

Educated customers form stronger relationships 
with their community banks. They are more likely 
to repay loans, live within their means and maintain 
higher balances. They understand the importance of 
saving for retirement, education and other big-ticket 

efforts. They are less likely 
to fall victim to fraud, or 
they will catch it sooner 
because of regular balance 
checks. And they are loyal 
customers, particularly if 
you support their positive 
financial journey.

In my mind, financial 
literacy serves as the 
basis for all we do. As 
we address more complex 
topics like cybersecurity 
and financial planning, 
both of which are highlighted in this issue, it pays to 
have built a strong foundation with our customers. 
Being armed with that baseline knowledge helps 
them to better prepare for their financial futures.

So, I encourage you to consider partnering with 
your local schools or offering webinars or lunch-and-
learns to help educate current and future customers. 
As community banks, we strive to build better 
communities. Helping consumers and businesses 
strengthen their financial well-being is critically 
important to achieving that goal.

My Top Three
The primary things I look forward to in autumn 
include:

   Fall foliage

   College football

   Apple pie 

Connect with Robert @RobertMFisher

Robert M. Fisher
ICBA Chairman

“Educated customers form stronger 
relationships with their community 
banks. They are more likely to repay 
loans, live within their means and 

maintain higher balances.”



An experienced PEO can be the key to unlocking your bank’s potential.

A bank’s greatest asset is its employees, requiring a commitment to provide 
them the best HR services available. Trion can reduce the stress and burden of 
managing Payroll and other HR services, allowing you to stay focused on your 
bank’s core business. Reach out to Trion Solutions, one of the nation’s largest 

Professional Employer Organizations (PEOs), at relyontrion.com.

Preferred Partner



Cybersecurity is an integral part of a community bank’s strategic and innovation initiatives. Moving it from 
the department of “no” to the department of “how can we do this better?” is a necessary cultural shift for 
community banks that will serve them well in today’s environment. Banks have a clear demand from their 
customers for more digital offerings and an opportunity to increase efficiencies, operate more effectively and 
grow their revenue in the wake of COVID-19. Therefore, it is incumbent upon community banks to incorporate 
all aspects of their cybersecurity practices into their strategic thinking.

As banks are revisiting their strategic plans and budgeting for the future, cybersecurity needs a seat at the 
table. Say, for example, your community bank decides to automate its credit card lending from end to end. 
As you discuss the project, speak not only with your product and lending people but also with your risk, 
compliance and cybersecurity staff. With year-end planning upon us, now is an excellent time to make sure 
your cybersecurity people’s voices are heard.

Further, as community banks embrace digital transformation, there’s an opportunity for bankers to talk to 
their customers and marketplace about what they’re doing from a cybersecurity perspective. By communicating 
the benefits of a safe, well-monitored and well-managed set of solutions, you create an accommodating and 
comfortable experience for your customers and prospects. When community banks integrate cybersecurity 
practices and awareness with their digital transformation initiatives, they have an opportunity to highlight and 
differentiate what they’re doing in the marketplace.

A cultural shift
Bankers have often thought of cybersecurity as a protective wall around their financial institutions. On the 
one hand, they considered the inbound activity they were trying to prevent and protect themselves from. On 

the other hand, they looked inside at their practices to 
ensure their employees and systems behaved properly. 
But in today’s landscape, cybersecurity is no longer 
separate from other areas of the bank. It is a strategic 
process integrated into all functions and aspects of the 
organization. It is also a cultural shift that requires 
ongoing and intentional engagement.

To that end, ICBA offers timely and targeted resources 
on cybersecurity. Members can find these resources, 
including guides on cyber and data security, on the 
solutions page of the ICBA website. There’s also a 
cybersecurity toolkit designed to take the guesswork 
out of risk management, making it an ideal resource 
for community bank cybersecurity practitioners. In 
addition, ICBA’s Community Bank University offers 
robust educational resources to help community banks 
create knowledgeable subject matter experts and 
practitioners. 

Make the most of what the ICBA has to offer by taking 
advantage of these helpful resources.

Charles Potts (charles.potts@icba.org) is ICBA’s senior vice 
president and chief innovation officer.
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insurance + financial services

While there are many, many vendors engaged with banks today that effect most 
overall operations of bank functions, the focus of this article includes areas that 
involve material levels of expense, compliance and operational expense and FTE 
levels - insurance and financial services.

The pandemic had a significant effect on the insurance industry. There are fewer 
options for carriers, representation, and coverage today than two years ago. If you 
have been involved in an RFP vendor selection process recently, these are facts that 
you are aware of already.

Vendor review, selection, and continual due diligence has become the norm as 
examinations continue to focus on third party vendor risk management. 

Several areas in the current insurance and financial services environment deserve 
some level of discussion. At a certain size level, banks have the wherewithal to 
hire expertise from the insurance industry. But this is typically not the case in a 
community bank environment which makes the vendor selection process in these areas even more critical.

Financial Institution Bond and Directors and Officers Liability 
This is an area that is experiencing significant levels of change because of the pandemic and an increasingly 
“hard market”. As most banks have multiyear policy terms for these coverages, you may not have had a recent 
renewal cycle. Changes in coverage, policy forms and yes, cost, make having the right representation key for 
your next renewal.

A mistake in coverage or limit can be a fatal blow in the current climate.  Representation that is dedicated 
to these product lines is critical. Even the best local and regional commercial lines agencies lack internal 
expertise in these highly specialized bank insurance coverages. As good as these agencies may be in typical 
lines of commercial insurance, without specific internal expertise in bond and D&O, they will not be able to 
represent the best interests of your bank adequately and effectively - especially in the current environment. 
These types of agencies typically will not have the carrier scale required to access all the top insurance markets 
at the best pricing levels to safeguard the bank in this most important risk management area. Finally, they 
rarely have the expertise to have the in-depth discussion with the bank board of directors that is required.

401(k)
Given the number of recent compliance issues in this area and the long-term impact on employees of any 
program deficiencies, this is certainly an area that requires review. 

If a bank’s program has not been recently reviewed it is almost guaranteed that the fees are too high compared 
to other available programs and there may also be fiduciary and administrative requirements for bank staff that 
need to be addressed.

Lender Placed Insurance Risk Management 
GSEs and CFPB have issued many guidelines on collateral risk management specifically referring to verifying 
insurance on collateralized loans. Most of the current activity is centered around real estate collateral and flood 
insurance. Key areas to consider for residential properties and flood:

• CFPB specific customer letters: A significant amount of the verbiage in these letters is required, 
verbatim, by CFPB. Additionally, there must be a 45 day plus 1 day notification cycle before force 

James Harvin
Managing Director

and Principal
JLH Associates, LLC

Industry Update
Selecting the Right Vendor for Your Bank in Today’s Environment

(continued on next page)



placed coverage can be implemented. The 45-day cycle notification begins when coverage is canceled 
or not renewed. Community banks should make certain that they have systems in place to comply 
with the notification cycles as well as providing audit information to confirm compliance.

• Vendor risk management: Force placed vendors have access to private customer information such as 
account numbers and loan balances. The bank has responsibility in a variety of mandated due diligence 
areas. Having a vendor that has SSAE, SOC 1 and SOC 2 designations is a highly recommended way 
to assure compliance. In some vendor relationships there could be multiple firms involved that would 
need to comply, such as an agent or agency, an administrator, and an insurance company. The fewer 
entities involved, the easier the due diligence function is for the bank.

• Finally, there are thin client designed administrative systems that are available to community banks to 
manage virtually all aspects of the lender placed process. These systems can save much FTE expense 
and can also assure compliance tracing systems are in place.

BOLI Administration
Of all the selection criteria utilized as banks look to select the best provider for a BOLI asset purchase, 
perhaps one of the most overlooked and misunderstood is the administration facility that provides compliance, 
reporting and analytics for what typically is a 20- or 30-year life cycle of the asset.

Even regulatory guidelines for administration selection, such as FIL 127 2004 which guides vendor selection 
states “The vendor’s commitment to investing in the operational infrastructure necessary to support BOLI is a key 
consideration in vendor selection.” Many banks have selected a vendor that outsources the administration of the 
BOLI asset the agent sold the bank. This is contrary to the FIL guidance and can create difficulty for the bank 
on vendor due diligence and risk management.

Confidential employee information is transmitted as part of the BOLI transaction, including medical 
information. The more entities involved, the more difficult the due diligence process is for the bank.

At the very least, all entities involved in the relationship should have SSAE SOC 1 and SOC 2 designations 
and, the vendor that sold the BOLI products to the bank should also have the capability of managing and 
coordinating the administrative part of the relationship as well as the sale.

Vendor Management System
Many banks are managing regulatory vendor management requirements in-house, often using Excel 
spreadsheets.

There are vendors in the marketplace that can provide community banks a vendor and contract management 
solution that allows the bank to monitor and assess vendor risk to meet FDIC regulatory compliance and 
optimize vendor contract data.

Community Bankers of Michigan has conducted an extensive review of vendors currently providing vendor 
and contract management services and, with the assistance of the Community Banking Initiatives Member 
Services Committee, comprised of banks from MI and OH, has had a multi-year relationship with Ncontracts 
as a preferred provider. CBM has also completed extensive due diligence on Ncontracts which is available to 
member community banks.

Some of the functions Ncontracts provides include paralegal implementation to analyze and summarize 
data for all vendor contracts, gathering and organizing compliance documentation and providing ongoing 
monitoring of critical vendors.

insurance + financial services
(continued from previous page)
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In summary, while some of the vendor management requirements are onerous, ongoing monitoring of 
vendor capabilities, performance and suitability for current bank needs should be considered a “best practice”. 
Fortunately, given advances in technology there are many areas of support available to community banks in 
these areas.

For more information, consultation, and preferred, vetted vendor information in these critical areas, contact 
Kate Angles at Community Bankers of Michigan (kateangles@cbofm.org or 517.336.4430) or James Harvin
(jharvin@jlhassociatesllc.com or 517.351.4158).
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CFPB Proposes Rule to Implement Small Business Data Collection Regime
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has published its long-
awaited Proposed Rule to implement Section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street 
Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act).  Section 1071 of Dodd-
Frank amended the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) to require financial 
institutions to collect data about loans made to women-owned, minority-owned, 
and small businesses, and to report that data to the CFPB.  The Proposed Rule was 
published in the Federal Register on October 8, 2021 (86 FR 56356 – 56606), and 
when finalized, will amend Regulation B, Equal Credit Opportunity, by adding a 
new Subpart B, Small Business Lending Data Collection.

Although the Proposed Rule must still go through the comment process, which 
runs through January 6, 2022, community banks are strongly encouraged to become 
familiar with the general outline of the data collection and reporting requirements 
contained in the Proposed Rule.  When the Final Rule is ultimately published, probably sometime in the first 
half of 2022, it is not likely to differ substantially from what is currently proposed.  The scope of the Proposed 
Rule is quite significant, and community banks will need all the time they can get to develop policies and 
procedures for implementing the new data collection and reporting regime.

2010 Amendments to the ECOA
When the Dodd-Frank Act was signed into law on July 21, 2010, it significantly altered the regulatory 
landscape for financial institutions, and it continues to do so today.  Section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Act 
added a new section 704B, Small Business Data Collection, to the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (15 U.S.C.S. 
§ 1691c-2), the purpose of which was “to facilitate enforcement of fair lending laws and enable communities, 
governmental entities, and creditors to identify business and community development needs and opportunities 
of women-owned, minority-owned, and small businesses.”

The law requires that when financial institutions receive an application for business credit, that the institutions 
must inquire “whether the business is a women-owned, minority-owned, or small business, without regard 
to whether such application is received in person, by mail, by telephone, by electronic mail or other form 
of electronic transmission, or by any other means, and whether or not such application is in response to a 
solicitation by the financial institution” (§ 1691c-2(b)(1)).  Financial institutions are required to maintain a 
record of the responses, but importantly, such records must be maintained separately from the application and 
accompanying information.  Like the government-monitoring information that Regulation B and Regulation 
C (HMDA) require financial institutions to request in connection with certain consumer loan applications, 
applicants have the right to refuse to provide any or all of the requested information.

To help prevent the collected data from influencing a credit decision, the law includes a “firewall” provision that 
requires creditors to restrict underwriters from having access to the information (§ 1691c-2(d)).  An exception 
is provided in situations where a financial institution determines that limiting access to that information is not 
feasible, but in such a case, the financial institution is obligated to notify the applicant about the information-
sharing, and must inform the applicant that the financial institution may not discriminate on the basis of the 
information.

Section 1691c-2 of the ECOA prescribes the form and manner of data to be collected with respect to each 
women-owned, minority-owned, and small business application.  Information that must be collected includes: 
(i) the date of the application and the application number; (ii) the type and purpose of the loan being applied 
for; (iii) the amount of credit being sought and the amount of credit approved; (iv) the type of action taken 
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and the date on which the action was taken; (v) the census tract in which the principal place of business of 
the women-owned, minority-owned, or small business is located; (vi) the gross annual revenue of the business 
in the last fiscal year before the application; (vii) the race, sex, and ethnicity of the principal owners of the 
business; and (viii) any additional data that the CFPB determines would aid in fulfilling the purposes of the 
new ECOA section.

The statute requires the data collected to be anonymized.  It prohibits the collection in the new records of 
personally identifiable information about the individual applicants, including their name, specific address (other 
than the census tract), telephone number, email address, or any other personally identifiable information.  The 
collected data is required to be compiled and submitted to the CFPB annually.  The records must be retained 
for at least 3 years after the date of preparation, and like HMDA data, it must be made available to the public, 
upon request, in a form to be prescribed by the CFPB.

The statute authorizes the CFPB to compile and aggregate the data collected for its own use, and to make such 
data available at its discretion.

2021 Proposed Rule
The Proposed Rule effectively divides Regulation B into two parts.  The existing provisions of Regulation B 
will be found in a new Subpart A, General.  With the exception of a modification to § 1002.5, Rules Concerning 
Requests for Information, which adds new subsections that allow collection of the new business data, the existing 
Regulation is unchanged by the Proposed Rule.

The new small business rules will be contained in a new Subpart B, Small Business Lending Data Collection.  
The new section closely tracks the requirements specified in § 1691c-2 of the ECOA, and as a result, the Final 
Rule is likely to be adopted more or less as proposed.

The new regulations include several important definitions, most of which are found in § 1002.102, Definitions, 
but others of which are found in other parts of the regulation.

Generally speaking, the new rules cover most business credit applications (“covered applications”).  Covered 
applications are oral or written applications for a “covered credit transaction” (which includes all requests for 
business credit except trade credit, public utilities credit, securities credit, or incidental credit, as those terms 
are defined in the regulation).  A “covered financial institution” means a financial institution that originated at 
least 25 covered credit transactions for small businesses in each of the two preceding calendar years.

The definitions of “business” and “small business,” as well as other business-related definitions, are the same as 
are found in the Small Business Administration (SBA) regulations (13 CFR Part 121).  However, for purposes 
of the new regulation, a business is a “small business” if and only if its gross annual revenue for its preceding 
fiscal year is $5 million or less.

“Minority individual” means a natural person who is American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Black or 
African American, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, and/or Hispanic or Latino.  “Minority-owned 
business” means a business for which more than 50 percent of its ownership or control is held by one or more 
minority individuals, and more than 50 percent of its net profits or losses accrue to one or more minority 
individuals.  “Women-owned business” means a business for which more than 50 percent of its ownership or 
control is held by one or more women, and more than 50 percent of its net profits or losses accrue to one or 
more women.

New section 1002.107, Compilation of Reportable Data, contains the nuts and bolts of the data collection 
regime.  It requires covered financial institutions to compile and maintain data regarding covered applications 

(continued from previous page)
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from small businesses in the manner prescribed in the Regulation, including the Official Interpretations and 
the Filing Instructions Guide issued by the CFPB.  Twenty-one data items are required to be collected, which 
exceed the data collection elements prescribed in § 1691c-2 of the ECOA.  The additional data elements are 
permitted because of the general authorization that the Congress gave to the CFPB to collect information the 
CFPB deemed appropriate.

The CFPB is proposing that the new regulations will become effective 90 days after publication of the Final 
Rule, and that compliance will be required approximately 18 months after publication.

The (relatively) good news is that the data that is being required to be collected is similar to the data that 
is currently being collected by community banks for the purposes of other regulations.  For example, the 
data being collected regarding the race, ethnicity, and sex of the principals is nearly the same as the data 
that is required to be requested pursuant to existing § 1002.13 of Regulation B, the so-called government 
monitoring information, and § 1003.4 of Regulation C, Home Mortgage Disclosure.  A new Sample Data 
Collection Form is provided in new Appendix E of Regulation B, which is similar to the existing form found 
in the current Appendix B of Regulation B, and to the form found in the current Appendix B of the HMDA 
regulations.  Similarly, the data collection required for small businesses is akin to the data that is currently 
required for HMDA purposes (12 CFR 1003.4, Compilation of Reportable Data) and CRA purposes (12 CFR 
228.42).  The reporting requirements are also patterned after the HMDA reporting requirements and the 
CRA requirements.

Although the new regulatory regime will require substantial efforts by community banks and their platform 
providers to implement the necessary changes, the material being requested will have a familiar feel for current 
staff, even if they are not directly involved with small business lending.  And because the content of the new 
regulations, once finalized, is likely to be nearly identical to the proposed regulations, community banks can 
gain the upper hand by beginning the process of figuring out how they will comply based on the Proposed 
Rule.  While nothing is set in stone, and some adjustments to the regulations are likely to occur, community 
banks can begin the process of implementing the new policies and procedures that will be required once the 
Final Rule is published.  The extra time should help ease this transition, which has been over eleven years in 
the making.

Backed by decades of banking experience, our compliance specialists partner with your 
bank to provide a year-round Compliance Advantage. Designed with a proactive, 
structured and sustainable approach to compliance risk management in mind, our 
Compliance Advantage can help your bank monitor and improve regulatory compliance 
performance, while reducing the burden on internal staff.

PROACTIVE. STRUCTURED. SUSTAINABLE.

Insight. Oversight. Foresight.®

Compliance Risk Management Solutions Delivered

See what our advantage has to offer your bank. Contact us today.
doeren.com  | 888.433.4839
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The Financial Exploitation Prevention Act (FEPA) took effect on September 26, 2021 and put new protections 
in place for vulnerable adults. The Act requires financial institutions have proper training and procedures in 
place to recognize and report signs of financial exploitation.
A financial institution is to implement a policy to train employees to recognize the signs of covered financial 
exploitation and to report that activity to either law enforcement or Adult Protective Services (APS) or both.  
The policy needs to include training and procedures concerning vulnerable adults and include:

Employee Training on all of the following:
• Common types of covered financial exploitation.
• Signs of potential covered financial exploitation.

Federal Guidance on elder financial exploitation including:
• Procedures when covered financial exploitation is suspected or detected.
• Procedures when, after examination or investigation, covered financial exploitation is no 

longer suspected. 
• Procedures for delaying or placing a freeze on transactions or assets if covered financial 

exploitation is suspected or detected.
• Procedures for reporting covered financial exploitation to a law enforcement agency of APS. 

The policy would designate one or more employees to make the report. The policy would require the following 
to be considered in determining whether to make the report, and how to make the report:

• Relevant federal guidelines on elder financial exploitation and applicable employee training.
• The safety of employees, the affected customer, and other customers.
• The need and ability to preserve funds or assets of the affected customer.
• Whether the financial institution can tell the affected customer is an adult in need of protective services 

(that is remedial, social, legal, health, mental health, or referral services in response to alleged harm or 
threatened harm because of abuse, neglect or exploitation).

• A citation indicating that the policy was drafted to comply with the Act.
Covered financial exploitation includes any of the following performed through deception, manipulation, 
coercion, intimidation, or improper leveraging of a caregiver relationship:

• A fraudulent or otherwise illegal, unauthorized, or improper act or process of an individual who uses 
or attempts to use the financial resources of another individual for monetary or personal benefit, profit 
or gain. 

• A fraudulent or otherwise illegal, unauthorized, or improper act or process of an individual that results 
or is intended to result in depriving another individual of rightful access to or use of benefits, resources, 
belongings or assets.

Reports
A report of covered financial exploitation would have to include the names of the alleged victim, a description 
of the covered financial exploitation, and a contact for notices described below. Law enforcement or APS (or 
both) would make a written record of reports made over the phone. Within 10 business days after receiving 
the report, the law enforcement agency or APS would provide written notification to the financial institution’s 
designated contact that clearly indicates whether a reported incident is under investigation (or has been referred 
to a law enforcement agency for investigation). As soon as possible after an investigation, the law enforcement 
agency or APS would have to notify the financial institution of the disposition of the reported incident. Within 
10 business days after receiving the report, the law enforcement agency or APS would also have to notify the 
county prosecutor in a manner prescribed by the attorney general that would have to include at least a copy of 
each report and the response to, or actions taken based on the report by the law enforcement agency or APS. If 
a financial institution cannot communicate with a law enforcement agency or APS to make a report or if it does 
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not receive notification described above from the agency or APS, it could itself notify the prosecutor in a manner 
prescribed by the attorney general. 
A law enforcement agency, APS, or prosecutor could not disclose, without consent, the identity of an individual 
or financial institution making a report, or the identity or personal or account information of the subject of the 
report. This information would also be exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). 
Transaction delay and freeze on assets
A financial institution that suspects or detects covered financial exploitation could delay the related transaction 
for further investigation, and if the financial institution still suspected covered financial exploitation after 
investigation, it could continue to delay related transactions or place a freeze on any transaction or assets related 
to the customer’s accounts, individually or jointly held. Any delay or freeze would have to abide by the terms of 
the agreement between the financial institution and the customer. In the absence of an applicable agreement, 
the financial institution could maintain a delay or freeze for up to 5 business days or according to the terms of 
an applicable court order. If a financial institution is notified that the covered financial exploitation it reported is 
under investigation, it could extend a delay or freeze until either it is informed of the dismissal of the reported 
incident or it reasonably believes that there is no continued risk of covered financial exploitation of the targeted 
individual, whichever is later. A financial institution could process a transaction necessary to preserve the health, 
safety, or financial well-being of a customer during a delay or freeze, unless that transaction is related to the 
suspected covered financial exploitation or the financial institution is directed otherwise by the court order. 
Enforcement of the Act
The Act could be enforced only by the state or federal agency that authorized the financial institution and that 
has examination and enforcement authority over it (as defined by the Act). For a financial institution organized 
under the laws of another state or U.S. territory that maintains one or more branch offices in Michigan, only 
the Michigan regulatory agency that has or shares examination and enforcement authority over its operations in 
this state could enforce the Act. 
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or Federal Reserve System could refer a suspected violation of the 
act to an appropriate agency or take appropriate action under their examination and enforcement authority. 
Immune from liability
Except with regard to the examination and enforcement authority of the Department of Insurance and Financial 
Services or a relevant federal regulatory agency, a financial institution and its employees, officers, directors, or 
affiliates would be immune from any liability or penalty under law or regulation of this state or a local unit of 
government for an action, determination, omission, or process under the act or a policy governed by the Act.
If you should have any questions on FEPA, please reach out to the CBM office at 517.336.4430
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Community Banker RE-ELECTED to the 2021 ICBA Federal Delegate Board
Local Leader Helps Deliver Community Banking Message to Nation’s Capital
Washington, D.C. – The Community Bankers of Michigan announced that Douglas Ouellette, Chief 
Community Banking Officer of Mercantile Bank of Michigan, Grand Rapids, Michigan, was re-elected to 
the Independent Community Bankers of America (ICBA) Federal Delegate Board.  ICBA is the nation’s 
voice for community banks.

“I am honored to be re-elected to represent our industry and help ICBA communicate the positive story of 
community banking,” Ouellette said. “As relationship-based lenders, committed to ensuring the financial 
health of local consumers and entrepreneurs, community banks are central to creating communities of 
prosperity nationwide.”

In addition to helping shape and advocate ICBA’s national policy positions and programs, Ouellette’s duties 
include engaging in grassroots activities in Michigan and serving as a liaison between independent community 
bankers and ICBA staff and leadership in Washington, D.C. He will also work to recruit new members to 
ICBA.

ICBA is the only organization dedicated exclusively to promoting the interests of locally operated community 
banks and savings institutions. With trusted financial expertise and high-quality customer service as their 
hallmarks, community banks offer the best financial services option for millions of consumers, small businesses 
and agricultural enterprises.

“Doug Ouellette is a dedicated advocate for his community who is well-respected by his industry peers,” said 
ICBA Chairman Robert M. Fisher, President and CEO of Tioga State Bank. “We are fortunate to have 
Doug serve in this volunteer capacity in pursuit of creating an environment where community banks, and the 
communities they serve, continue to flourish.”

Michael Tierney, President and CEO, Community Bankers of Michigan added, “We are so pleased Doug was 
re-elected to this position representing the interests of Michigan community banks in Washington. We are 
fortunate to have such a strong advocate ensuring the continued success of the industry.”

17th ANNUAL RUBY AWARD
Presented by 1st State Bank

1st State Bank is now seeking nominations to Recognize the Upward, Bright and Young.  Since 2005, the 
RUBY Award has recognized 178 young people based on their professional achievements and the impact 
they have on our community.

Recipients will be celebrated at the awards event in early 2022. To be eligible, nominees must be 39 or 
younger as of December 31, 2021. Nominees must either work or live in Saginaw, Bay or Midland 
County. Nominations must be received by October 29, 2021. Online Nomination form available at
www.1ststate.bank/ruby-award-nomination/
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Newsweek Again Selects ChoiceOne Bank as Best Small Bank in Michigan
ChoiceOne Recognized in Consecutive Years 2021, 2022
Sparta, MI – ChoiceOne Financial Services, Inc. (Nasdaq: COFS), the parent company of ChoiceOne Bank, 
is pleased to announce ChoiceOne Bank was once again ranked as Michigan’s Best Small Bank by Newsweek. 
ChoiceOne was recognized in Newsweek’s first-ever ranking in 2020 of the country’s financial institutions that were 
best at serving their customers’ needs in 2021 during the pandemic climate. Newsweek has once again recognized 
ChoiceOne Bank as the Best Small Bank in Michigan for 2022.
For the second year in a row, Newsweek Magazine recognized ChoiceOne Bank as “America’s Best Banks” winner 
in the small bank category for Michigan. Best Bank winners were selected from among 2,508 financial institutions 
and assessed on more than 30 separate factors, covering the overall health of the bank, customer service performance 
and features, digital and branch presence, account and loan options, interest rate offerings and fees. Best Small 
Bank in each state needed less than $10 billion in assets and had to be among the five banks with the most branches 
in the state.
“We are extremely honored to once again stand out across the country as Michigan’s Best Small Bank,” said 
ChoiceOne CEO Kelly J. Potes. “ChoiceOne 
Bank has always taken the lead in presenting 
our customers with the financial technology 
they require, offering mobile banking, mobile 
deposits, innovative payroll solutions, online 
loan applications, online account openings, 
Zelle®, and Plinqit, a digital mobile savings tool. 
Our innovative strategies continue to allow 
us to offer our customers the best technology 
while still maintaining our personal approach 
to banking with our Customer Service Center 
and full-service branch network.”
ChoiceOne Bank had the products and 
services in place when it became clear in 
March 2020 that new safety measures had 
to be implemented because of the pandemic. 
The Bank was prepared to offer new loans and 
loan forgiveness programs to those needing 
assistance. All of this has helped to keep 
families and small businesses thriving, while 
subsequently reinforcing Michigan’s economy. 
ChoiceOne continues to keep interest rates 
competitive, offer more advanced technology, 
and provide additional opportunities to meet 
face-to-face depending on a customer’s safety 
and needs.
“As a Michigan community bank, we 
understand the different challenges facing 
our customers and our communities today,” 
said ChoiceOne President Michael J. Burke, 
Jr. “I am extremely proud of our teams across 
the state. They continue to show up with 
compassion and assuredness to help find 
financial solutions for the individuals, families, 
farmers and businesses in our communities.”
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Bank of Ann Arbor to purchase Nicolet National Bank branch
Ann Arbor, MI – Bank of Ann Arbor (“Arbor”), and Nicolet National Bank (“Nicolet”), announced that 
Arbor has entered into an agreement to buy the Birmingham, Michigan Branch of Nicolet located at 260 East 
Brown Street, Birmingham, Michigan. This was a branch of the former mBank, recently acquired by Nicolet.

As part of the agreement, Arbor will assume approximately $57 million in deposits and will purchase 
approximately $176 million in loans. A total of 13 loan officers and branch employees will also become 
employees of Arbor. Based on its modeling assumptions, Arbor anticipates the transaction to be accretive to 
earnings per share in excess of 10%.

“The agreement with Nicolet is a step forward for Arbor as we increase our presence in Birmingham, Michigan, 
and Oakland County, and we are excited to welcome our new customers and teammates to our bank.” said 
Timothy Marshall, President and CEO of Bank of Ann Arbor. Combined with the existing branch on 
Woodward Avenue, the two branches in Birmingham will have loans exceeding $450 million and deposits of 
approximately $345 million.

The transaction is expected to be completed during the first quarter of 2022, subject to the satisfaction of 
customary closing conditions, including required regulatory approvals.

Bank of Ann Arbor, founded in 1996, was named as one of the top 100 performing banks ($1B to $10B in 
total assets) in 2015 by SNL Financial, ranking ninth. It was named as one of the U.S.’s Top 50 Best Banks 
to Work For by the American Bankers Association in 2013, 2015 and 2017. In November 2019, Bank of Ann 
Arbor was selected by the “Detroit Free Press” as a Top Workplace in Michigan.
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Newcleus Announces Acquisition by Waterfall Sentinel Fund
Newtown, PA – Newcleus, LLC, (“Newcleus”), a leading provider of employer-owned life insurance and 
annuity products (with a core focus on Bank and Credit Union institutions), as well as employee benefit design 
and analysis, compensation consulting, and investment strategies, today announced that it has completed a 
strategic transaction with the Waterfall Sentinel Fund, a private equity vehicle managed by Waterfall Asset 
Management (“Waterfall”).

Waterfall is making the investment in partnership with the CEO of Newcleus, Dan Barbaree, and senior 
management, who will continue to lead the company’s operations. The transaction will position Newcleus to 
augment its team of specialized insurance professionals, customer reach, product innovation and technology 
enablement. With the support of Waterfall, Newcleus will explore opportunities to accelerate its growth by 
pursuing complementary and strategic acquisitions.

“For over two decades, Newcleus has 
structured and implemented unique 
and competitive strategies for our 
clients. We are tremendously proud of 
the growth and customer relationships 
we have earned through deep product 
expertise, exceptional customer service 
and visionary technology solutions,” 
said Dan Barbaree. “We are thrilled to 
partner with Waterfall, which shares 
our core values, including providing 
best-in-class service, and which will 
support our ongoing investment in 
people, products and technology to 
continually enhance our capabilities.”

John Nelligan, Managing Director 
at Waterfall, said, “We believe 
Newcleus’ competitive advantage in 
industry knowledge and structuring 
sophistication has positioned this team 
to capitalize on the tailwinds across the 
employer-owned life insurance markets 
and we look forward to supporting the 
Newcleus team as they continue to 
scale.”
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FHLBank Indianapolis Accepting Member eNotes for Advantage MPP, 
Collateral Pledging
Offers Additional Flexibility to Members Pursuing eNotes Technology
Indianapolis, IN – Federal Home Loan Bank Indianapolis members can now sell mortgage loans secured with 
eNotes through the Advantage Mortgage Purchase Program (Advantage MPP). In addition, members can 
now pledge eNotes as collateral when accessing the bank’s credit products.

“We’re excited to offer flexibility to our members by accepting eNotes for purchase through Advantage MPP 
and as pledged collateral,” said Cindy Konich, President and CEO of FHLBank Indianapolis. “Now, our 
members can take advantage of this emerging technology with the knowledge that FHLBank Indianapolis 
can accommodate qualifying eNotes transactions.”

Details of the requirements and process for accepting eNotes for purchase through Advantage MPP can be 
found in Bulletin 08-21 and the Advantage MPP Guide.

Information about the acceptance of eNotes for collateral can be found in our latest Credit Bulletin, Collateral 
Eligibility – eNotes Now Accepted for Pledge.

An eNote is much more than just an electronic signature on a document. It is created, signed, and stored 
electronically rather than by traditional paper documentation. Each eNote must adhere to a set of standards 
that ensures that their creation and storage are secure. Using digital eNotes offers several advantages for our 
members, for example, allowing them to complete closings remotely.

Additional resources, including past webinars, checklists, and FAQ documents, can be found on our eNotes 
website https://www.fhlbi.com/products-services/mortgage-purchase-program/enotes-for-purchase.

Members who have more questions about how to use eNotes with FHLBank Indianapolis or are interested 
in learning more about eNotes should reach out to their Account Manager or contact Member Services. 
FHLBank Indianapolis is also planning a series of webinars about using eNotes.

™1.844.984.HOME (4663)
Terms and conditions apply. 

Find out more at Michigan.gov/Homeownership
Equal Housing Employer/Lender

Ad Number: PP-MSHDA-21414CR Trim: 4.5" x 3.5"
Perich Job No: 21414 Bleed:
Colors: 4/C Live:
Format: 1/2 Page
Version: 06.22.21

Help your clients
into a home?

We have our ways.
We’ve got home loans, and generous 

down payment help, too. Qualified  
buyers can combine our Down Payment 

Assistance loan of up to $7,500 with  
our Conventional, Rural Development, 

or FHA loan. 

Complete info at 
Michigan.gov/Homeownership.
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William Hufnagel Honored with 2021 Best of Community Banking Award
The CBM had the distinct pleasure to award the President and 
CEO of Dart Bank, William Hufnagel The Best of Community 
Banking Award for 2021. Hufnagel was honored with this 
prestigious award at the CBM Annual Convention held at the 
Grand Traverse Resort in Traverse City September 16, 2021 
with his family and numerous Dart Bank employees present 
along with over 400 other attendees.

The Best of Community Banking Award is given each year at 
the Community Bankers of Michigan Annual Convention. The 
award recognizes the contributions and success of a Michigan 

community banker. Special recognition is given to community bankers who have made significant contributions 
to their communities and the community banking industry.

“Receiving this award is truly an honor,” shared Hufnagel. “I am 
privileged to serve and thankful for all the employees, directors, 
customers, and shareholders of Dart Bank.  Being part of a community 
bank and having the opportunity to build relationships that have a 
positive impact on so many people in the communities we serve is a 
blessing and dream come true.”

Hufnagel began his banking career in 1994.  He joined Dart Bank in 
2014 as the President of Mortgage Banking and became President and 
CEO of the Bank in 2018.  Dart has 8 banking and lending locations, 
over $675mm in assets and continues the rich tradition of offering 
exemplary customer service for over 96 years.

“It is with great pleasure that we honor Bill Hufnagel with The Best of 
Community Banking Award this year,” said CBM President and CEO 
Michael Tierney. “Bill exemplifies everything this award is intended 
to recognize; highlighting an excellent community banker focused 
on his involvement and success in and outside the bank ensuring the 
communities served are truly enriched by the actions of the bank and his leadership.”

As a community banker, Hufnagel’s interest in the community is deeply rooted.  He is active in many non-
profit and community service 
organizations throughout the area.  
Family focused, Bill and Kimberly 
have enjoyed spending time up 
north, coaching sports teams, and 
numerous activities with their three 
daughters.  Bill received his Bachelor 
of Arts degree in Management 
and Organizational Management 
from Spring Arbor College 
and is a graduate from Stonier 
Graduate School of Banking, with 
a Leadership Certificate from the 
Wharton School of Business.



Rising Star Award Presented to Edith Farrell of Union Bank
The Community Bankers of Michigan is proud to announce the 
2021 Rising Star Award winner, Edith Farrell of Union Bank. Edith 
is the third recipient of the CBM Rising Star Award. The award is 
intended to highlight an up-and-coming community banker for their 
achievements, community involvement, dedication to the industry and 
focus on making the community they live in and serve, a better place. 
For nearly 33 years as Union Bank’s Vice President, Risk Management-
Cannabis and Specialized Services, Edith has worked hard to ensure 
the makers, builders, and growers of Central and West Michigan 
are equipped with the tools they need to succeed. Though her title 
and responsibilities have changed throughout the years, Edith’s 
commitment to her customers has remained constant and has extended 
her reach to cover the entire state of Michigan.   

In all her years with the financial institution, Edith never imagined she would be the voice advocating for Union 
Bank to be one of the first in the state to offer Cannabis Related Banking services to the marijuana industry.   After 
months of research and time at her desk, Edith found much fulfillment being able to travel around the state to meet 
the growers and help turn their business dreams into reality.   In January of 2019, Edith onboarded her first medical 
provisioning center.  Throughout the first year servicing the industry, Edith continued to grow the portfolio slowly, 
providing the ability to build out and test the program to ensure it was addressing all regulatory requirements while 
learning the nuances of the industry.  All of her hard work to ensure the program had a strong foundation, prepared 
the bank for when the regulatory changes in the Michigan cannabis market took effect in July of 2019, quickly 
accelerating the bank’s growth of cannabis deposits.   
Towards the end of 2019, Union Bank was becoming well-known within the market, resulting in new customer 
referrals. As the bank’s customer base expanded, Edith recognized that she could not effectively manage the 
portfolio without a software program focused specifically on cannabis banking. After careful selection, she chose to 
implement the Shield Compliance System, which integrates with the state’s METRC monitoring system.  
Early 2020 brought significant cannabis industry growth as newly constructed cultivation and processing centers 
began operations, provisioning centers continued to open across the state, and the COVID-19 pandemic deemed the 
industry “essential” which kept operations open during all shutdowns. This provided both strong sales and much-
needed tax revenue for the state.  While this growth was welcomed, Edith quickly realized she would soon need to 
expand her team to ensure excellent customer service and compliance standards were met each time.   2020 resulted 
in significant new business for the bank with its’ portfolio growing to over 100 customers, 200 licenses and $60 
million in deposits. As of December 2020, the state MRA reported 753 active medical licenses and 473 adult-use 
licenses issued. Based on those numbers, Union Bank held a 16% market share of all licenses issued. 
Outside of her duties to Union Bank, Edith is the 
President of the Lakewood Area Chamber of Commerce 
Board of Directors, member of the Jordan Lake Trail 
Board of Directors, and a representative for the Ionia 
County Community Foundation to name a few.   As 
a lifelong resident of the Lakewood area, Edith enjoys 
serving the community she calls home.    
It is due to her commitment to Union Bank, community, 
customer service, strong compliance oversight, and 
willingness to do what ever it takes to ensure her 
customers meet their business goals that Edith was 
honored with the Rising Star Award.    
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Serve Your Best Customers 
Keep these families banking with you

Avoid All Lending and Administration 
Simply refer your customers with 
 student loan needs 

Generate Fee Income 
Receive revenue for each funded loan

Private Student Loans 
Undergrad, Grad, Parent, and Refinance

A BETTER STUDENT 
LOAN EXPERIENCE 
FOR YOUR BANK AND YOUR CUSTOMERS

Find out more about partnering with 
College Ave Student Loans. 
 
Reid Moehn  
rmoehn@collegeave.com
619-865-3395

©2021 College Ave Student Loans. All Rights Reserved

collegeavestudentloans.com/partner
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Welcome New Associate Members to the Community Bankers of Michigan.
Thank you to the following new members for supporting the association 

and community banks with innovative products and services.
Piper Sander
21251 Avenue of the Americas
6th Floor
New York, NY  10020
David McCallion
1.212.891.8958

Lee & Mason Financial Services, Inc.
1554 Ormsby Station Court
Louisville, KY  40223
Jim Reilly
1.502.814.6033

Finance Lobby
1025 E Hallandale Beach Blvd
Suite 15-812
Hallendale Beach, FL  33009
Anna Haller
1.845.293.5373

Ulliance, Inc.
900 Tower Dr., Suite 600
Troy, MI  48015
Todd Lancaster
1.248.273.6230
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Piper Sandler
Piper Sandler is a leading investment bank and institutional securities firm driven to help clients Realize the 
Power of Partnership®.  Though a distinct combination of candid counsel, focused expertise and empowered 
employees, we deliver insight and impact to each and every relationship.  Our proven advisory teams 
combine deep product and sector expertise with ready access to global capital.  Founded in 1895, the firm 
is headquartered in Minneapolis with offices across the United States and in London, Aberdeen and Hong 
Kong.  www.PiperSandler.com

Lee & Mason Financial Services, Inc.
Lee & Mason is a leading managing general agency (MGA) within the collateral protection market.  We 
represent several “A” rated insurance carriers and tailor these coverages to provide blanket, lender-placed, and 
insurance tracking solutions for community banks nationwide.  

As a full-service MGA, Lee & Mason manages the entire part of every process (from underwriting and policy 
administration to claims administration and settlement) to ensure our customers receive exceptional service 
and expertise.  

Founded in 1954, we were a pioneer in Vendor’s Single Interest (VSI) insurance and continue innovating to 
address our clients’ residential, commercial, and consumer loan portfolios.  

Finance Lobby
Finance Lobby | Meet Your Deal.  At Finance Lobby, we make finding and closing deals both efficient and 
effortless.  Our unique system connects commercial lenders to their ideal brokers, giving them the details they 
need to make the optimal match for every deal.  

For the commercial mortgage professional, Finance Lobby is like a dating app – minus the dating.  Our SaaS 
platform empowers brokers and lenders to exponentially broaden their market reach while drilling down 
exclusively to their perfect-match leads.  Our technologies help users do what they do well, only better, faster, 
and with less energy-overhead.

	Know whether a deal is worth your time in 90 seconds
	Identify, reach, and invest only in deal-worthy leads
	Move from browsing to billing 10x faster than average
	Enjoy one unified, tech-native mortgage dashboard
	Outperform colleagues, close more, impress the board, and get promoted!

Ulliance, Inc.
For nearly 30 years, Troy, Michigan-based Ulliance has been helping companies create a culture of total well-
being through comprehensive programs that improve business by enhancing people’s lives.

The Services We Provide:
• Employee Assistance Programs
• Well-being training
• Training & Development

Whether employees are struggling with depression, financial or family issues, substance abuse, harassment, or 
a myriad of other problems, thousands of employees seek support and solutions through Ulliance Life Advisor 
consultants every year.  We can assist your employees as well. 
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New CBM Associate Members:

• Outplacement Services
• Organizational Development
• Incident & Crisis Management



Premier online source for 
non-brokered CD funding and 
investing

Powerful online analytics and 
regulatory tools that every bank 
can afford 

Insightful credit analysis and 
highly efficient loan reviews that 
bring huge time savings

With QwickRate®, your bank benefits from critical tools and services 
that are actually easy to launch, use and manage – essential in today’s 
environment. Community banks all over Michigan count on us for non-
brokered CD funding and investing, performance analysis and regulatory 
tools. Now with our game-changing IntelliCreditTM solutions, you have a 
simple and efficient way to detect and manage credit risk.

800.285.8626  www.qwickrate.com

Mission-critical tools for:
Loan Review. Liquidity. 
Peer Analysis.

uSIGN UP for a 3-month free trial of QwickAnalytics 

uCONTACT US for your next Loan Review

uGET A TOUR of all QwickRate solutions
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Community Bankers of Michigan Associate Member
Product and Services Reference List
Thank you, Associate Members!! When Michigan’s community bankers are looking to do business, they
look to CBM Associate Members first. They are ready to serve you with their top-notch products and 
services designed to help banks succeed.
--Our Associate Plus Partners, offering members special discounts, are also listed separately.
Accounting/Audit/CPA Services
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
BKD, LLP
Clark Schaefer Hackett
Crowe LLP
Doeren Mayhew
Heber Fuger Wendin, Inc.
Maynards Industries USA, LLC
Plante Moran
Rehmann
Advertising/Promotional 
Materials
Creative House Marketing
International Outdoor
RJM
Spry
Appraisal Management
Maynards Industries USA, LLC
Midwest Appraisal Management
Miedema Appraisals 
Architecture/Construction
Daniels and Zermack Architects
Domain Cityscape Architects
La Macchia Group
PWCampbell
Thompson-Phelan Group, Inc.
K4 Architecture + Design
Asset Liability Management/AML
ICBA Securities
Maynards Industries USA, LLC
McQueen Financial Advisors
Performance Trust
ProBank Austin
The Baker Group
United Bankers’ Bank
Vista IT Group
ATM/Debit Cards
Fiserv
ICBA Bancard & TCM Bank, N.A
SHAZAM
ATM Sales, Bank Equipment 
Sales & Services, Alarm Systems
ADT Commercial
Edge One, Inc.
Hamilton Safe Products Co., Inc
Informa Business Systems, Inc.
QSI Banking, Inc.
SHAZAM 
Bank Operations
ADT Commercial
Hagle & Associates, Inc.
Informa Business Systems, Inc.
Jefferson Wells
MeridianLink
QSI Banking, Inc.
RedRock Information Security, LLC
Strategic Resource Management

Bank Services
Bankers’ Bank
Business Credit Reports, Inc.
QwickRate
Board Portal
Ncontracts
Capital Adequacy & Strategic
Planning Services
Gerrish Smith Tuck PC
ProBank Austin
Check Services Programs
Check Printing Contract Consulting
Main Street, Inc.
Compliance
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
Bankers’ Bank
CBM Community Bankers for
   Compliance Program
Clark Schaefer Hackett
Doeren Mayhew
IT Resource, Inc.
Kus Ryan & Associates, PLLC
Maynards Industries USA, LLC
Ncontracts
Plante Moran
ProBank Austin
Rehmann
United Bankers’ Bank
Young & Associates, Inc.
Computer Services/
Software/IT Services
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
CSI – Computer Services, Inc.
Edge One, Inc.
InfoTrust Corporation
IT Resource, Inc.
Jack Henry Banking
Lasco
MeridianLink
Ncontracts
RedRock Information Security, LLC
SHAZAM
Solvent
Vista IT Group
Consulting/Training
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
BKD, LLP
Catalyzer
Check Printing Contract Consulting
Clark Schaefer Hackett
Crowe LLP
Don Jeffrey & Associates
Don Mann, Bank Consultant
Doeren Mayhew
Gerrish Smith Tuck PC
Gerry Weinberg and Associates
   – Sandler Training

Hagle & Associates, Inc.
Heber Fuger Wendin, Inc.
High Risk Compliance
IIC
IT Resource, Inc.
John M Floyd & Associates ( JMFA)
Jefferson Wells
JLH Associates, LLC
McQueen Financial Advisors
Performance Trust
Plante Moran
PM Environmental, Inc.
ProBank Austin
RedRock Information Security, LLC
Rehmann
Strategic Resource Management
Varnum, LLP
Vista IT Group
Young & Associates, Inc.
Collections
JJ Marshall and Associates Inc.
Weltman, Weinberg & Reis Co., L.P.A.
Correspondent Banking
Services
Associated Bank
Bankers’ Bank
BMO Harris Bank
Comerica Bank FIG
TIB – The Independent Bankers Bank
United Bankers’ Bank
Credit Card Programs
ICBA Bancard & TCM Bank, N.A.
Customer Acquisition 
Strategies
Kasasa
Main Street, Inc.
United Bankers’ Bank
Data Processing
CSI
Fiserv
Jack Henry Banking
Lasco
SHAZAM
Disaster Recovery Planning
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
Plante Moran
RedRock Information Security, LLC
Rehmann
Employee Benefit Services
The Podium Group – Risk Management
Strategic Services Group
Trion Solutions, Inc.
Ulliance. Inc.
Environmental Services
Environmental Resources Group, LLC.
PM Environmental, Inc.
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Equipment Appraisal
Maynards Industries USA, LLC
Miedema Appraisals
Executive Benefit Consulting
Bank Compensation Consulting
EBS
The Podium Group – Risk Management
Executive Search/Recruiting
Angott Search Group
Jefferson Wells
Rehmann
Forced Placed Insurance
First Service Corporation
Lee & Mason Financial Services, Inc.
Seattle Specialty Insurance Services, Inc. 
Fraud Deterrence
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
Rehmann
SHAZAM
Furniture/Furnishings
Financial Furnishings, Inc.
Government Affairs/Lobbying
Governmental Consultant Services, Inc.
Human Resource Services/
Payroll
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
Insight HRM, LLC
Dinsmore & Shohl, LLP
Newcleus, LLC
Rehmann
Strategic Services Group
Trion Solutions, Inc.
Ulliance, Inc. 
United Bankers’ Bank 
Information Technology
Infotrust
IT Resource, Inc.
Jefferson Wells
Vista IT Group
Insurance/Bonding
First Service Corporation
HUB International
ICBA Reinsurance
Lee & Mason Financial Services, Inc. 
Seattle Specialty Insurance Services
The Podium Group – Risk Management
Travelers Insurance Co.
United Bankers’ Bank
Investment Banking Services
Ameriprise Group
Boenning & Scattergood, Inc.
D.A. Davidson & Co.
Donnelly Penman & Partners
Heber Fuger Wendin, Inc.
ICBA Securities
McQueen Financial Advisors
Newcleus, LLC
Performance Trust
Piper Sandler
ProBank Austin
The Baker Group

Item Processing
Fiserv
Leadership Development
Catalyzer
Legal/Law Firms
Dinsmore & Shohl, LLP
Honigman Miller Schwartz & Conn, LLP
Howard & Howard, PLLC
Kotz Sangster Wysocki P.C.
Kus Ryan & Associates, PLLC
Varnum LLP
Warner Norcross & Judd, LLP
Weltman, Weinberg & Reis Co., L.P.A.
Lending Services
Amerifirst Financial Corporation
BHG Loan Group
Business Credit Reports, Inc.
College Ave Student Loans
Crescent Mortgage Company
Finance Lobby
ICBA
Kasasa
MeridianLink
Michigan State Housing Development
   Authority (MSHDA)
Michigan Certified Development Corp.
Opportunity Resource Fund
Upgrade, Inc.
USDA Rural Development
Loan Review
QwickRate
Managed Services
CSI
Vista IT Group
Marijuana Banking Services
High Risk Compliance
Shield Compliance
Solvent
Marketing Services
Creative House Marketing
IMAC
International Outdoor
La Macchia Group
Onovative
PWCampbell
RJM
WSI Internet Consulting
Merchant Services
Electronic Merchant Systems
Solvent
United Bankers’ Bank
Office Supplies 
Spry
Online Banking
Fiserv
Performance/
Peer Performance
QwickRate

Printing
ASAP Printing
Spry
Real Estate Services
Michigan State Housing Development
   Authority (MSHDA)
Miedema
Weltman, Weinberg & Reis Co., L.P.A.
Repossession and 
Liquidation
Maynards Industries USA, LLC
Miedema Asset Management Group
Sales Training
Gerry Weinberg and Associates
   – Sandler Training
Security – Information 
Security & Managed Security 
Services
ICBA Securities
RedRock Information Security, LLC
Vista IT Group
Securities/Investments
Heber Fuger Wendin, Inc.
McQueen Financial Advisors
Performance Trust
Piper Sandler
The Baker Group
United Bankers’ Bank
Shipping
UPS
Strategic Planning
Gerrish Smith Tuck PC
La Macchia Group
ProBank Austin
Student Loans
College Ave Student Loans
Title Insurance
Investors Title Company
Website Design
Kasasa
WSI Internet Consulting
Wholesale Banking-Funding/
Mortgage Purchases
Amerifirst Financial Corporation
Crescent Mortgage Company
Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis
401K Programs
Bankers Retirement Services
Empower
IIC

For individual company contact 
information, please contact us at 
517.336.4430 or visit www.cbofm.org.

Community Bankers of Michigan Associate Member
Products and Services Reference List (cont.)
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CBM Preferred Partners
Exceptional products and significant discounts!

Ameriprise Financial – Retail Investments – Multi-
product insurance platform directly through your bank website.
Chris Melton – chris.melton@ampf.com – 636-938-5418

BHG Bank Group – Offering the sale of high-quality 
professional loans through their state of the art purchasing 
platform, the BHG Loan Hub.
Nellie Szczech – nellie@bhg-ing.com – 315-383-9648

Business Credit Reports, Inc. – Info-tech company 
offering blended bureau and D&B data into instant reports 
with scores, analytics and credit recommendations.
Kate Angles – kateangles@cbofm.org – 517-336-4430

College Ave Student Loans – Student loans – Loans 
for both students and parents to assist with undergrad and 
graduate education costs. Refinance loans available.
Reid Moehn – rmoehn@collegeave.com – 619-865-3395

EBS, a bank consulting company – Executive Benefits – 
BOLI – Marketing, consulting and service firm specializing 
in the administration and placement of BOLI programs and 
Executive Benefit Plans.
Kirk Anderson – kanderson@ebscomp.com – 734-812-1150

Electronic Merchant Systems EMS – Payment Resources 
– Merchant services provider, serving retail, internet, start-
up and small businesses.
Jennifer Heideloff – bizdev@emscorporate.com – 800-726-2117 
ext. 1263

Financial Furnishings, Inc. – Office Furniture Discounts 
– Premier discount resource for superior quality desks, 
workstation systems, seating, filing solutions, conference and 
training environments.
John Phelan – johnp@financialfurishings.com – 586-725-5737

HUB International – Insurance programs – Specializing 
in designing program coverage areas and remediating 
existing policies.
Debra McManigle – debra.mcmanigle@hubinternational.com – 
269-441-5058

ICBA Securities – Bank Investments – Bonds – Provides 
a full suite of investment products and services.
Jim Reber – jreber@icbasecurities.com – 800-422-6442

When researching new service providers, or rethinking current ones, consider the CBM 
Preferred Vendor Companies.  Those listed below earned the CBM seal of approval, 
including special pricing for our members.  We have completed extensive due diligence 
with each company available for your review.  Explore the revenue enhancements, cost reductions, and efficiency 
gains with these vendors and improve your bottom line!  Give us a call at 517-336-4430 or visit CBM online at
www.cbofm.org to obtain more information on the companies listed below.

ICBA Bancard & TCM Bank, N.A. – Payment 
Resources – Competitive credit, debit, prepaid and merchant 
processing options to help strengthen consumer and small 
business relationships.
Julie Hanson – julie.hanson@icba.org – 800-242-4770 ext. 4369

International Marketing & Administration Company 
(IMAC) – Direct Marketing – Income Opportunities – 
Offers direct marketed consumer appreciation programs.
Kate Angles – kateangles@cbofm.org – 517-336-4430

Investors Title Company – Title Insurance – Multi-bank 
owned title insurance program and Home Equity Title 
Insurance – Full instant coverage title insurance. 
Sky Weaver – sweaver@invtitle.com – 989-387-8869

IT Resource, Inc. – Information Technology Solutions 
and Support – Specializing in intuitive managed support, 
managed security and compliance services.
Molly Reid – mollyr@itrw.net – 676-837-6930

JLH Associates, LLC – Consulting – Outsourced resource 
in insurance and financial services areas of bank operations 
including vendor sourcing and RPF facilitation, collateral 
insurance management, agency formation and revenue 
development.
Jim Harvin – jharvin@jlhassociatesllc.com – 517-351-4158

Main Street, Inc. – Cost-effective and straightforward 
check printing and marketing services.
Cynthia Glover – cglover@mainstreetinc.com – 866-380-4816

Miedema Asset Management – Best-in-class auction and 
appraisal services for financial institutions. Real estate and 
repossession services.
Jared Hekstra – jared@1800lastbid.com – 616-291-7003

Ncontracts – 3rd Party Vendor and Contract Management 
– Providing web-based vendor and contract management 
services for financial institutions.
Theo Atkinson – theo.atkinson@ncontracts.com – 888-370-5552

Onovative – Automated marketing and communication 
software provider to manage data throughout customer 
lifecycle.
Cynthia Glover – cglover@onovative.com – 866-380-4816
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PM Environmental, Inc. – Environmental risk expert – 
Consulting and management of environmental, engineering, 
industrial hygiene, energy and development projects.
Mike Kulka – kulka@pmenv.com – 248-414-1425

QwickRate – Non-brokered CD Marketplace for funding 
and investing. IntelliCredit portfolio analysis and loan 
review solutions. Bank and CU data/research, CECL tool, 
credit stress test, and performance analytics.
Ricki Dagosta – ricki.dagosta@qwickrate.com – 678-797-4067

Seattle Specialty Insurance Services, Inc. (SSIS) – 
Force Placed Insurance – Income Opportunity – Largest 
provider of collateral insurance coverage and specialized 
services to the community banking industry.
Kate Angles – kateangles@cbofm.org – 517-336-4430

SHAZAM – A national member-owned debit network, 
processor, and core provider. Single-source provider of credit/
debit card, core, fraud, marketing, merchant and more.
Learn more at shazam.net.
Andrew Huth – ahuth@shazam.net – 800-278-8150

Spry – Office Supplies and Printing – Creating savings 
by optimizing the planning, purchasing and inventory 
management of operating business materials.
Trent Dahlstrom – trentd@sprybrands.com – 517-209-7023

Strategic Resource Management – Professional Services 
Firm providing wide variety of services supporting cost, 
revenue, growth, and technological challenges.
Micki Schueler – mschueler@srmcorp.com – 734-834-6553

Travelers – Bank Insurance – Offering a wide range of 
commercial insurance coverages for financial institutions.
Andrew Hatheway – amhathew@travelers.com – 317-818-0195

Trion Solutions, Inc. – Professional Employer Organization 
– Payroll, benefits administration, regulatory compliance, 
workers comp, HR administration
Jeff Caponigro – jeff@trionworks.com – 248-498-9234

UPS – Shipping – Overnight Shipping – Range of options for 
the synchronized movement of goods, information and funds.
Barb Mackie – bmackie@ups.com – 517-272-3629
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Milkes Joins Doeren Mayhew’s Financial Institutions 
Merger and Strategic Services Practice
Troy, MI – Doeren Mayhew, a national CPA and advisory firm, has hired David Milkes, 
CPA, CFA as the Director of M&A and Strategic Services in its Financial Institutions 
Group. In his role, David’s focus will be on leading the mergers and acquisitions team, 
developing the practice and managing relationships with the firm’s credit union, community 
bank, CUSO, broker dealer and other related financial institution clients.

Milkes has nearly 15 years of merger and acquisition, and strategic advisory experience, and 
a successful track record providing value-driven advice, strategic planning and transactional 
services in the financial and investment management industries. His areas of expertise 
include mergers and acquisitions, ownership restructures, strategic business advisory, business valuations and succession 
plans.

“As a leader in our Financial Institutions Group, David will offer a wealth of knowledge and added value to our clients 
throughout the merger and acquisition process, as well as the strategic planning process,” says John Murnane, CPA, a 
shareholder and practice leader. “He is a highly trained and technical professional that will play an integral role in the 
practice’s success.”

Prior to joining Doeren Mayhew, Milkes was an investment banker with Colchester Partners for nearly a decade 
providing strategic advice to financial institutions and investment management organizations. Earlier career endeavors 
included time in public accounting with Ernst & Young and hedge fund services with JP Morgan.

Milkes is a certified public accountant and CFA® charterholder. Additionally, he holds Series 7, 63 and 79 with the 
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA).

David Milkes

United Bankers’ Bank and RiskScout Announce Partnership to Provide 
Turnkey Solution to Safely and Effectively Enter New Growth Markets
Bloomington, MN – United Bankers’ Bank (UBB), the nation’s first bankers’ bank, and RiskScout, the nation’s leading 
onboarding and due diligence fintech platform, announced their unique partnership to provide streamlined compliance 
solutions surrounding hemp and other emerging markets existing in our communities.

Through this collaboration, UBB’s community banks will have the ability to offer financial services to underserved 
businesses, such as private ATMs, Cash Intermediaries, Money Services Businesses, Hemp, Cannabis, Cryptocurrency, 
and others, to which often pose a challenge to roll out this sort of business line due to the sheer magnitude of enhanced 
regulatory obligations that come with banking them.

Says Justin Fischer, CEO and Co-Founder of RiskScout, “We are beyond thrilled to partner with UBB to help 
community bankers bank more community businesses. There’s a massive underserved market of commercial businesses 
in emerging spaces right in a bank’s backyard. Our technology, developed by a deep bench of former technologists, BSA 
officers and bank examiners, is an equal parts growth and compliance play. It’s all about opening larger deposits, fees 
and loan opportunities - leveraging the resources banks already have.”

“We are so happy to have the ability to deliver a new product line to our community banks up and down America’s 
main streets,” says John Peterson, UBB’s Executive Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer. “This growth product 
will empower our community banks to remain viable and competitive by generating additional fee revenue, deposits, 
lending and merchant opportunities; it allows them to continue to thrive and serve the communities to which they have 
built trusting and lasting relationships over many years.”

The partnership with RiskScout will involve direct collaboration between UBB and the high risk banking solution firm 
to align the needs of UBB’s community bank customers with the services provided by RiskScout. Detailed information 
about this exciting, new, cost-saving service can be found at https://ubb.formstack.com/forms/riskscout.
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“No Fee” Doesn’t Mean No Consequences
Alternative overdraft strategies can create additional challenges for customers
By Cheryl Lawson, EVP Compliance Review, JMFA

Recent changes in overdraft fee practices at some banks and new product offerings by fintech providers have 
made a big splash in the news recently. Bolstered by a renewed interest in consumer protection initiatives by some 
legislators and some speculation of potential changes in regulations, the idea of a “no fee” overdraft solution as a 
marketing strategy might seem tempting. Especially with the current highly competitive marketplace where many 
consumers are still reeling from the economic impact of COVID-19, evaluating your overdraft solution should be 
on your radar.

But before you jump on the “no fee” bandwagon, consider whether the following actions implemented by a very few 
banks would be good examples of serving your customers:

• Initial overdraft limit of only $20.
• A $500 monthly direct deposit is required to overdraw an account on debit card purchases.
• Payments made by check or ACH are not eligible for waived fees.
• Transactions that would overdraw an account are simply declined.
• Program eligibility is based on inconclusive data such as account and direct deposit history, spending activity 

and other risk-based factors. 
• Overdraft limits may change based on unknown algorithms, making it hard for customers to know their limit.  
• If an item is returned to a merchant, the fee could be much higher than a typical overdraft fee, i.e., mortgage 

payments.

“Customer service” shouldn’t come with financial consequences
You don’t hear much about the consequences these new strategies pose for consumers. But merchant fees and late 
charges due to returned or denied payments can affect customers’ credit scores and make it more expensive for 
them to get insurance, rent an apartment, and more challenging to get a mortgage or even a job. It also can put 
them at odds with the providers of services they use every day, which can be highly unsettling.

Increase trust with a fully transparent overdraft solution
During times of economic uncertainty, account holders appreciate knowing their bank has their back. A fully 
disclosed, reasonably priced overdraft program that communicates all program details provides them with a 
reliable option for maintaining financial security when something unexpected occurs or they don’t keep track of 
their account balance.

Since the pandemic, 43% of respondents to an EY Future Consumer Index survey have changed the way they 
bank. Factors that will impact banking preferences going forward include transparent practices and their desire 
to access services from an institution that behaves ethically. Clearly, the importance of customer-centricity and 
providing responsible services cannot be minimized.

Consumer-friendly services that offer multiple options empower customers to take control of their finances. Your 
services should be transparent, without any hidden consequences. Are your overdraft policies and disclosures 
easy to understand? Do your customers know what options are available if they experience a shortfall? Are the 
fees reasonable? Find out if there is room for improvement and the potential impact of offering a better overdraft 
service.
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IT Resource, Inc. and the Community Bankers of Michigan Announce 
Partnership
West Michigan Information Technology company announces partnership to provide
IT managed services and security and compliance solutions to members of the CBM
Coopersville, MI – IT Resource, Inc. is excited to announce a strategic partnership with the Community Bankers 
of Michigan (CBM).  The CBM has designated IT Resource as a Preferred Partner delivering Intuitive Managed 
Support and Managed Security and Compliance Services to community banks throughout Michigan.  Through 
this alliance, the members of the CBM can seamlessly implement the latest and most comprehensive technology 
solutions that will monitor IT infrastructure, protect data and information, and manage risk and compliance.
With technology playing a critical role in every aspect of banking, community banks recognize the need for secure, 
scalable, and reliable IT solutions. This union allows for IT Resource and the CBM to continue their missions to 
deliver services that support the goals and objectives of community-oriented financial institutions.
“We’re thrilled to be selected as a Preferred Partner by the CBM,” said Gary Lutz, President and Senior Partner of 
IT Resource, Inc. “This partnership demonstrates our continued commitment to the unique needs and requirements 
of community banks. We look forward to the opportunity to serve CBM members with best in class IT solutions 
that will further strengthen Michigan’s banking industry.”
“IT Resource has been a valuable member of the CBM for years, and we are delighted the partnership has been 
elevated to ensure community banks throughout the state are able to have access to their exceptional products and 
pricing,” said Kate Angles, Chief Operating Officer of CBM. “Together we will maintain the focus on the success 
of this invaluable industry.”

Weltman Shareholder Stuart Best Makes Michigan’s 2021 Super Lawyer List
Weltman, Weinberg & Reis Co., LPA, a full-service creditors’ rights law firm with over 90 years of client service, 
is honored to announce that Weltman shareholder  Stuart Best  has been named to the 2021 Michigan Super 
Lawyers List. Stuart has been included on the Super Lawyers Listing from 2011-2012 and 2017-2021.
Stuart leads Weltman’s Litigation and Defense Group, handling matters of federal and state courts in consumer 
finance defense litigation, commercial banking, business, and real property litigation. He is also part of the firm’s 
integrated Real Estate Default Group and handles complex legal foreclosure, title issues, and state law foreclosure 
compliance.
In addition to his inclusion in Super Lawyers, Stuart has been Martindale-Hubbell AV® Preeminent™ Rated for 
over 21 years, its highest available rating for legal ability and professional ethics. He has also been named a “Top 
Lawyer” by Detroit’s DBusiness Magazine.
Super Lawyers, part of Thomson Reuters, is a rating service of outstanding lawyers from more than 70 practice 
areas who have attained a high degree of peer recognition and professional achievement. The annual selections are 
made using a patented multiphase process that includes a statewide survey of lawyers, an independent research 
evaluation of candidates, and peer reviews by practice area. The result is a credible, comprehensive, and diverse 
listing of exceptional attorneys.

EMS Announces New Hire
Derek McCain joins EMS team as a Business Development Account Manager. Derek looks forward to using 
his educational background and previous work experience to excel in his new role. Derek received his Bachelor 
of Science degree from the Tennessee State University School of Engineering and Technology. After his college 
career, Derek held various account management and sales roles, including RDI Corporation, Cardinal Health, 
Fifth Third Bank and more. Derek relishes learning new skills and practicing continuing education, ideals he plans 
to pursue in his new role. 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO ORDER, VISIT WWW.CBOFM.ORG;
CLICK ON “WEBINARS” ON THE HOMEPAGE OR EMAIL CBM@FINANCIALEDINC.COM

10/26/2021 New Accounts Series:
 Adverse Action at Account Opening: Reporting & Documentation
 Elizabeth Fast, Spencer Fane LLP
10/27/2021 HMDA Reporting Part 2: Collecting Demographic Information
 Susan Costonis, Compliance Training & Consulting for Financial Institutions
11/2/2021 Mastercard Debit Card Chargebacks
 Diana Kern, SHAZAM, Inc.
11/3/2021 Board Secretary Training: Documenting Minutes, Corrections & Disagreements
 Dawn Kincaid, Brode Consulting Services, Inc.
11/4/2021 Robbery Prevention, Response & Resilience
 Barry Thompson, Thompson Consulting Group, LLC
11/5/2021 Annual MLO Requirements & SAFE Act Compliance
Morning Susan Costonis, Compliance Training & Consulting for Financial Institutions
11/8/2021 Countdown to New Debt Collection Rules: Deadline November 30, 2021
Morning Elizabeth Fast, Spencer Fane LLP
11/8/2021 The FFIEC’s 13 Exam Objectives for Business Continuity & Resilience 
Monday Molly Stull, Brode Consulting Services, Inc.
11/9/2021 HMDA Reporting Part 3: Commercial Lending Issues 
60 Minutes Susan Costonis, Compliance Training & Consulting for Financial Institutions
11/10/2021 New Accounts Series: 
Morning Opening Accounts for Nonresident Aliens
 Deborah Crawford, Gettechnical Inc.
11/15/2021 Opening & Managing Certificates of Deposit
Morning Deborah Crawford, Gettechnical Inc.
11/16/2021 Regulator Issues & Update for the Credit Analyst 
 Aaron Lewis, Young & Associates, Inc.
11/17/2021 Seven Keys to Effective Succession Planning
Morning Greyson E. Tuck, Gerrish Smith Tuck
11/17/2021 1099 Reporting: Foreclosures, Repossessions & Debt Settlements
 Elizabeth Fast, Spencer Fane LLP
11/18/2021 Completing the SAR Line-by-Line
 Mary-Lou Heighes, Compliance Plus, Inc.
11/23/2021 How to Develop a Vaccination Policy
60 Min. a.m. Diane Pape Reed, HR Doctor

Upcoming Webinars
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11/30/2021 IRA Overview: Traditional, Roth & SEP Plans
Morning Frank J. LaLoggia, LaLoggia Consulting, Inc.
11/30/2021 Partnering with Fintech Companies: Due Diligence, Evaluation & Risks
 Elizabeth Fast, Spencer Fane LLP 
12/1/2021 Your Depositor Has Died: Actions to Take, Mistakes to Avoid
Morning Deborah Crawford, Gettechnical Inc.
12/2/2021 The Legal Side of Remote Deposit Capture: Risks & Liability
 Elizabeth Fast, Spencer Fane LLP
12/6/2021 Finding Lost Borrowers: The New World of Skip Tracing
Morning David A. Reed, Reed & Jolly, PLLC
12/7/2021 Security Officer Reports to the Board: Timing, Contents & Requirements
 Barry Thompson, Thompson Consulting Group, LLC
12/9/2021 Visa Debit Card Chargebacks
 Diana Kern, SHAZAM, Inc.
12/14/2021 Commercial Loan Annual Credit Review
 Aaron Lewis, Young & Associates, Inc.
12/15/2021 Are You Prepared for CECL?
 Stephen J.M. Schiltz & David Heneke, CLA
12/16/2021 Opening Multi-Tiered Business Accounts
Morning Deborah Crawford, Gettechnical Inc.

Most webinars are scheduled from 2:00-3:30 PM Central Time unless otherwise indicated.
Morning webinars are scheduled from 10:00-11:30 AM Central Time unless otherwise indicated.

Economic Forecast Forum
February 4, 2022
MSU Management Education Center, Troy

HR Forum
February 10, 2022
Eagle Eye Golf Club, Bath

ICBA LIVE
February 27 - March 3, 2022
San Antonio, TX

Upper Peninsula Executive Banking Forum
July 19-21, 2022
Marquette, MI

SAVE THE DATE for 2022 CBM EVENTS!
Michigan Bank Directors’ College
September 28, 2022
Grand Traverse Resort & Spa, Acme

CBM Annual Convention & Expo
September 28-30, 2022
Grand Traverse Resort & Spa, Acme

Community Bankers for Compliance
(CBC)
March 3, June 2, August 25
& October 27, 2022
Eagle Eye Golf Club, Bath
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James D. MacPhee Banker Training & Leadership Development Center
A year has passed since our industry lost a great leader, friend, and champion for community banking as 
James D. MacPhee passed away on September 11, 2020, after a brave battle with brain cancer. Jim was 
affectionately known to many of us as Mac. The CBM along with Jim’s family, friends and colleagues 
are working to create a lasting remembrance of Jim’s numerous contributions to community banking by 
chartering the James D. MacPhee Banker Training and Development Center, and creating a scholarship 
fund, so we can develop the next generation of dynamic community banking leaders who can follow in his 
footsteps.

Jim’s wife Judy, his daughters Kim and Stephanie, Judi Sullivan – a long-time leader at the CBM, and Scott 
Hines, Jim’s successor at KCSB are all Co-Chairs of this effort to honor Jim’s contributions to community 
banking.  The brand-new training center will be located within the new CBM office in East Lansing. It will 
be “The Place” to train upcoming leaders from community banks across the great state of Michigan. The 
state-of-the-art facility will provide a place to educate bankers at all stages of their careers with the most up 
to date training out there. A scholarship fund will be created to help develop future community banking 
leaders who share the passion for community banking Jim had.

The training center will contain a beautiful, engraved bronze relief plaque, dedicated to Jim. All donors will 
also be recognized on plaques within the training center. The CBM will equip the center with state-of-the-
art video and audio equipment to facilitate both in person and virtual training and leadership development 
programs.

Your support of the James D. MacPhee Banker Training & Leadership Development Center is much 
appreciated by his family and the CBM, along with countless others who benefited from his support, 
encouragement, and leadership over the years, and especially the future leaders who will utilize the James D. 
MacPhee Banker Training & Development Center and scholarships. Both personal and corporate donations 
can be made to help create his lasting legacy. Donations are not tax deductible, but they are a great way to 
honor Mac’s contributions to our industry.

To make a donation to the James 
D. MacPhee Banker Training & 
Leadership Development Center, 
call the CBM office (517.336.4430) 
or visit www.cbofm.org for more 
information.

We personally thank you for 
considering a donation to help us 
honor Mac’s distinguished service
to our industry and to help develop
the next generation of great 
community bank advocates and 
leaders!!!
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Squires Joins Isabella Bank as Midland East Branch Manager
Midland, MI – Mike Williams, East Market President of Isabella Bank is pleased to 
welcome Mr. Sean Squires as Branch Manager of the Midland East location at 210 South 
Saginaw Road.  As branch manager, Mr. Squires will manage the daily operations of the 
branch, while servicing the retail lending needs of the area including automobiles, campers, 
boats, and snowmobiles.
“Sean has the perfect combination of banking knowledge and personality.  I am confident 
he will be successful in this position,” stated Williams.
Mr. Squires is a graduate of SVSU, Perry School of Banking, and Leadership Midland.  
He has ten years of branch management experience.  Mr. Squires is a former member 
of the City of Midland Downtown Development Authority, Midland Business Alliance 

Ambassador, Junior Achievement volunteer, and former loaned executive for the United Way campaign.

Sean Squires

Exceptional Service in Community Banking
Nancy Rosentrater of Oxford Bank encompasses the ideals of what it takes to be an outstanding Michigan community 
banker as she provides exceptional service to the customers of Oxford Bank and to her community. She lives and 
breathes experience through her devotion to constant improvement both as an individual and at the bank. Nancy 
has been instrumental in leading Oxford’s digital improvements and efforts to upgrade mobile and desktop banking. 
Although not directly involved in business lending, Nancy was a critical leader in organizing the Oxford Bank team to 
prepare for the SBA Payroll Protection Program.
Even with all her professional success, Nancy shines the brightest in her deep caring for people. She was a key organizer 
for the Oxford Cares fund and has personally and professionally directed resources to help people in her community 
including Oxford FISH (food bank), Crossroads for Youth, Covenant House and many more.
Recently, a client’s account was overdrawn due to an internal processing error, and he didn’t have enough money to 
fill up his gas tank. Within minutes of hearing about the situation, Nancy showed up with the cash needed to fill the 
client’s tank.
Do you have an example of a banker who went above and beyond to help a customer or community member? If so, 
we would love to feature them in an upcoming issue. Please contact info@cbofm.org for details.

Northstar Bank Hires Martin to Head the Treasury Department
St. Clair County, MI – Northstar Bank recently hired Jim Martin as Treasury Management 
Specialist.

He will focus on developing cash management relationships with current and prospective 
customers. Martin brings over 20 years of experience assisting businesses with their financial 
goals and objectives by creating customized solutions to meet their needs.
“Jim is a great addition to our team,” commented David Sass, Northstar Financial Group, 
Inc. President and Chief Lending Officer. “He is an experienced banker with outstanding 
people skills and expertise. We are confident he will provide the high level of service that 
our customers have come to expect.”
Martin graduated from Ferris State University, and Marine City High School. He resides 
in St. Clair, where he is deeply rooted in his community by striving to continuously giving 

back. He is a hockey coach within the Macomb Hockey Club, a coach with St. Clair Little League, and served on the 
Economic Development Administration board of St. Clair County until 2020.
“I’ve worked with small business customers in many different capacities over the last 13 years, and I have seen a lot 
of successes and opportunities to grow my knowledge. Northstar Bank has given me an opportunity to take this 
knowledge and install it to grow our treasury management capabilities for our clients,” shares Martin. “I love the 
culture here, the customer needs always come first and the management group is constantly looking for ways to improve 
the employee experience.”

Jim Martin

community connections
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ChoiceOne Bank Announces New Leadership Positions
Sparta, MI – ChoiceOne Bank is pleased to announce the leadership positions of Rob Jamula, Paul DeBono, 
Alexander (Alex) Shoemaker, Celeste Spivey, Paul Williams, Kody Faulk, and MarkAnthony (Mark) Martin.

“It is a pleasure to welcome and announce the leadership positions of Rob, Paul, Alex, Celeste, Paul, Kody and 
Mark to our ChoiceOne team,” said ChoiceOne President Michael J. Burke, Jr. “Since expanding our footprint 
across Michigan over the last year, we have also broadened our levels of service and expertise to fulfill our mission to 
provide superior service, quality advice and show our utmost respect to everyone we meet. These leaders are key to 
helping us grow our community bank franchise and accomplish our vision to be the best bank in Michigan.”

Rob Jamula joins ChoiceOne as Senior Vice President, Wealth Management (East and West Markets)
Jamula joins ChoiceOne with over 28 years of commercial banking and wealth management 
experience. His most recent positions included leadership roles with several regional 
banks covering Wealth Management and Private Banking. Prior to joining ChoiceOne, 
Jamula was the Regional Director of Banking Services at TCF Bank managing high net 
worth clients in Michigan, Ohio, Minnesota, and Colorado. His current responsibilities 
include managing a team of professionals that provide wealth solutions for clients and 
prospects of ChoiceOne Bank.

Jamula holds a Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting from Grand Valley 
State University. He is currently Chairman of the Board for CASA (Court Appointed 
Special Advocates), an organization which serves the needs of abused and neglected 
children in Michigan.

Paul DeBono joins ChoiceOne as Vice President, Commercial Loan Officer
(East Market)
DeBono joins ChoiceOne with over 25 years of lending experience with clients in middle 
markets, small business, investor-owned real estate, and Private Banking, i.e., high net 
worth. In his new position, he is responsible for business development and portfolio 
management.

DeBono has a Master of Business Administration from the University of Detroit. He 
received his Bachelor of Business Administration in Finance from Wayne State University.

Alexander Shoemaker is named Vice President, Commercial & Medical Loan Officer (East Market)
In his new position, Shoemaker is responsible for managing a loan portfolio of high 
value business customers with a focus on medical lending such as doctors, dentists, and 
veterinarians with a consultative approach to meeting their goals and needs.
Shoemaker joined ChoiceOne (Lakestone Bank & Trust) nearly 12 years ago and has 
worked in a variety of different departments including branches, accounting, credit, 
mortgages, commercial lending, and most recently as a Trust Officer in Wealth 
Management.
A graduate of Michigan State University, Shoemaker has a Master of Business 
Administration. He received his Bachelor of Arts in Economics and Psychology from 
the University of Michigan. Shoemaker is also a graduate of University of Wisconsin 
Graduate School of Banking and has received his Cannon Trust designations I and II 

from the Cannon Financial Institute. Shoemaker is Treasurer in the Lapeer Optimist Club and the Treasurer of 
Lapeer Team Work, Inc. He also serves as a member of the Finance Committee for the Four County Community 
Foundation.

Rob Jamula

Alexander Shoemaker

Paul DeBono
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Celeste Spivey joins ChoiceOne as Vice President, Community Development & 
CRA Officer (East and West Markets)
Spivey joins ChoiceOne with nearly five years of previous experience as a Community 
Development Administrator. In her current position, she is responsible for developing, 
implementing, and administering all aspects of the Bank’s Community Reinvestment 
Act program while establishing and maintaining relationships with community-based, 
charitable, and non-profit organizations.

A graduate of Western Michigan University, Spivey has a Master of Arts in Human 
Resources Development and a Bachelor of Business Administration in Management 
from Davenport University. Involved in the community, Spivey sits on committees for 
Kent County Tax Credit Coalition (VITA), Lighthouse Community Ministries, and 
Community Schools Leadership Team (CSLT) for the Kent School Services Network. 
She is also involved with Positive Impact for Life.

Paul Williams joins ChoiceOne as Vice President, Controller
Williams joins ChoiceOne with over 30 years in the banking industry in various 
accounting positions with his most recent as Senior Vice President and Chief Financial 
Officer. In his new position, Williams is responsible for the general operations of the 
Accounting department, including ensuring the accuracy of the Bank’s financial results 
and complying with generally accepted accounting principles and federal and state 
regulations.

A graduate of Western Michigan University, Williams has a Bachelor of Business 
Administration. He also graduated from the Graduate School of Banking at the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison.

Williams is a member of Michigan Bankers Association Funds Management Committee 
and a board member of Mid-Michigan Banking Group. He has served as treasurer for 
both the United Way of Ionia County and the United Way of Mason County.

Kody Faulk joins ChoiceOne as Commercial Loan Officer (West Market)
Faulk joins ChoiceOne Bank with nearly four years of banking experience as a middle 
market credit analyst and most recently as a commercial portfolio manager. A native of 
West Michigan, Faulk will develop and manage commercial banking relationships in the 
West Market.

Faulk is a graduate of Calvin University with a Bachelor of Science in Business Finance.

MarkAnthony (Mark) Martin joins ChoiceOne as Branch Manager Grand Rapids
Martin joins ChoiceOne with over six years in banking as a Universal Banker and 
most recently as an Assistant Branch Manager. He is responsible for the growth and 
development of the Grand Rapids team, supporting the Grand Rapids community and 
providing the best financial solutions for residential and business clients.

Graduating from St. Cloud State University in St. Cloud, Minnesota, Martin has a 
Bachelor of Science in Communication and Business Management. Martin is an active 
volunteer for different community events and programs including Kid’s Food Basket, 
WATCH D.O.G.S, mentoring young students and athletes through Pro-Fit Elite 
Training, and is now part of the New Homebuyer team for ChoiceOne Bank. He has 
also participated in the Multicultural Employee Business Resource Group as Committee 
Chair.

Celeste Spivey

Paul Williams

Kody Faulk

Mark Martin
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Bosserd Retires from COFS Board of Directors, Armock is Appointed

Sparta, MI – It is with deep appreciation that the Boards of Directors of ChoiceOne 
Financial Services, Inc., and ChoiceOne Bank (NASDAQ: COFS) (“ChoiceOne”) 
announce the retirement of James A. Bosserd from the Boards effective September 8. 
Concurrently, Greg L. Armock has been appointed to the ChoiceOne Financial 
Services Board after serving nearly four years on the ChoiceOne Bank Board.

“It is certainly bittersweet for me to announce Jim’s retirement from our Boards of 
Directors this month,” said ChoiceOne CEO Kelly Potes. “I have worked with Jim 
for many years and have enjoyed his friendship and admired his dedication to the 
Bank. During his tenure with the Bank and as a board member, Jim led ChoiceOne to 
unprecedented growth and milestones. We will miss Jim’s leadership and wise counsel. 
At the same time, we are honored to have Greg join our COFS Board. Greg is an 

advocate for community banking and has provided the business acumen needed to help ChoiceOne grow our 
franchise value across Michigan.”

Bosserd retires with over 50 years in the banking industry, 30 of those years in senior executive positions, 
14 years as ChoiceOne’s President and CEO and the last five years as a director on ChoiceOne’s Boards of 
Directors. Bosserd has seen ChoiceOne grow to an approximately $2.1 billion-asset bank holding company from 
approximately $300 million, all while leading and counseling the Bank through mergers, the Great Recession, 
country-wide regulatory challenges, and advanced technological expansion.

During his distinguished career, Bosserd served his industry and communities selflessly. Bosserd is a director 
and former member of the compensation committee of the United Methodist Finance Authority. He is a former 
director of the Sparta Downtown Development Authority, Wolverine Worldwide YMCA, and Community 
Bankers of Michigan (CBM, formerly MACB), and a former member of CBM’s audit committee. He previously 
served as President of the Chamber of Commerce, President of Rotary, Chairman of 
the Wolverine YMCA board, and was chosen by CBM as Banker of the Year.

Greg L. Armock is the owner and president of Armock Mechanical Contractors, Inc., 
a provider of commercial HVAC, ventilation, plumbing, refrigeration, and fabrication 
services. Armock was appointed a director of ChoiceOne Bank in January 2018.

“We wish Jim and his wife Jane a happy and healthy retirement,” said Potes. “Jim has 
been a remarkable leader, and he and Jane have been exceptional friends to all of us 
at ChoiceOne.  And again, we are pleased to welcome Greg to our COFS Board…
another great leader.”
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James Bosserd

Greg Armock

Does your bank have news to share? We would 
love to publish your bank’s new hires, promotions, 
retirement notices and good news stories. Please 

contact info@cbofm.org for more information.






